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Orchestra and Band Review
by Charity Lopez
Staff Reporter
The reality of ChIismas and
evidence indicating the end of
another semester are all around
us. The assault of cold weather.
falling snow and icy sidewalks
cross our paths, the evergreen

trees in front of the

SUB

have

Christmas lights on them and the
reality of finals has hit. Cruch
time (a.k.a Christmas) is here.
Just as our motivation is

beginning to run out and quality
is being sacrificed for deadlines,
the Concert Band and Chamber
Orchestra have revived the significance of quality and hard wor.
They paid off with
their
concer1
w e-d n e n cl u j

time to attend this delightful concert but if you missed it you have
another chance to support the
music department
by attending
the Choral Christmas
Concert
this Sunday. December 15. at
2:30 p.m. in the BJ Haan
Auditorium.
Under
the
direction
of
Benjamin Kornelts.
the concert
will include the participation of
all three of Dordt's choirs: the
Kantoret.
Chorale
and
the
Concert Choir. The concert will
feature
Christmas
folk songs
from Nigeria and Spain. along
with a mass choir number. You
will be sorry if you miss this last
concert of the semester.

bined concert was
wonderful. dancing
on the ears of those
in
attendance.
Practice time and
worry paid off as
the
orchestra
played Christmas
songs and soothed t
the audience.

The

band,

under the direction
of
Dr.
Henry
Duttman.
performed
two premiere pieces and
the
orchestra
played
some
Mozart along with
Handel's
"The
Entrance
of the
Queen of Sheba."
It

nltely

was deftworth the

I.

Janeen Wassink

Concert Band performed two premiere
pieces in its concert last night.
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Students hone one-acts tor performances tonight, Saturday
by Susan Vandermeer
Staff Reporter
You saw many of
them perform in Dordt's
production
of
~The
Madwoman of Chaillot".
Now you can see them
directing
on December
12 and 14 at the One
Acts festival.
The plays begin at
seven thirty and run for a
little under an hour. It
consists of six short oneact plays directed by the
. e tin
class. wh ch Is tau~ It
Prof. Simon du Toit.
What can we expect
of . them? They will be
funny.
and
sad
and
shocking and happy-s-a
little bit of everything.
There
is a common
theme running through Nell Graves
each play; a theme 01 Jon Ippel and Gena Koning rehearse their one-act play.
relationships.
Each
pensive opportunity to be enterIves, whose pieces have been
selection deals with characters
tained by various
groups
of
who must react to others or to a performed for the past two years
characters in each different play
during the one-act plays. They
conflict within themselves.
setting? It will prove to be a good
These struggles range from are very characteristic of sitcom
time. But if you have to miss it
type drama and dialogue, which
whether or not to help someone
this time around. there is anot hcan prove to be very entertaining
in need
in "The
Uncertain
er chance coming up in May.
Samaritan" to a search for self- when performed live. The direcwhen the other half of the directtors and cast members. your
identity away from a father's
ing class will take m-t the role of
shadow
in
"Englieh
Made peers. have spent many hours
preparing
for both of t he big director.
Simple".
nights.
They will give us a chance
So why not take this inex. once again to see the works of D.

qriehtlim:)n--'""place.3

@perclassl11ento stayl(tl1~ycome

for::?:n~Ctuanyhappensto.the

early

recyclables that

leave Dordt's campus

*'The]ase:r printe,r-50pag~>policy
• Future housing nee(t~i=:~t:::l)~tdt_what:::",

type of dorm is needed<arid
should be built

'''' Sortie-of the 'tpings student forum
where II was able to accomplish Include the Iollowing:

*A new, improved smoking policy since • Setting up and managing a successful
the current one isbasiSQ,llyignored',by.
Blood Bank drive
many smokersand
muchof the residence
=.: Bringing
students' concerns about the
Iife
staff
Commons
to
Carrie Foods manager Jim
Student forum Is currently under* Placing more bike rackS on campus
Calkhoven
(a\dll~a>,-"a~~t:r9f.JlrFj~W~~{
,5()l11e:<;lT~. 5ti 11
in the the negotiailon piocess, such as "'The availability of parking on campus :"'6 Sponsoring Pornography Awareness
• How 10 deal with theproclemof
bike 'i\'e~k oncampus
the possibility of getting an ATM machine
theft and other manifestations of the "lack-:-:- ~'-Re;.orderfng.n'ewspapers' for students to
oil. Carn.Plf$_?t:;; ._-.
cfaccountabtltty" on campus
read at the SUB
OVer'fhtt}asfseme$ter,thestlident
* ImprovingJood/serviceatthe.Commons'
*SeUingup a "Fireside Chat" for students
forum
.disc\l$sedlsshes such-as:
.' How to encourage-recycling
.and what to.talk to Prealdenf.Zylstra
bt~onya.Jongsma
. Features Editor

has
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• Actively participating in many different
committees on campus lhatmake
important decisions about what we Jearn. how
we spend our money. and how the college
is run. among other things
Thanks
to several students
who
made use of the student forum suggestion
box. the forum has looked into the feasibility of suggestions such as getting a new

plano for Easl Hall, getting better lighting
on campus (Dordt has already purchased
more lights to put up) and trying to talk a

local bank In to lhe money-losing propoup an ATM ·on campus
(banks say they'd lose 500-600 dollars
per day; but Dordt may agree to help

sition of setting

defray some of the costs).
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President Zylstra holds fireside chat
by Heather Gregg
Assistant Editor
President Zylstra and a group of students discussed a vaIiety of issues in the first open student
forum with Dordt's new president. Mter several people
commented about the lack of a fire. Zylstra opened the
discussion. "I want to set up the pattern to visit with
anybody who has questions." he said. He plans to hold
similar discussions once or twice a semester.
"How do you like it?" was the first question
aimed at Zylstra. He said that he is asked that often.

especially when he travels. He was hesitant to answer
early. not wanting to make judgments based on first
impressions. Now that he has been here for a while,
though. he was willing to give an answer. "In terms of
student body, faculty commitment. commaraderie," he
said. "I've been more impressed-in
general, I'm finding more strengths."
From that point on, the bulk of the discussion
centered around college costs. the Commons. and
housing. Zylstra said that, like colleges and universities across the United States. Dordt has been raising
tuition and financial aid at the same time. In addition
to financial aid. higher costs in the las t few years have
been invested in student life and in faculty salary
increases.
Senior Sonya Jongsma
pointed out that
Calvin College has recently expanded its shcolarship
funding and asked whether Dordt has a plan for continuing 10 attract htgh-quality students. Zylstra said
that while Calvin's scholarships may be blgger. Dordt's
bottom line costs are very competitive.
Zylstra said that the rec center and new dormttory are the only buildings to be erected in the next
ten years. But an addition to the Commons, he said,
is a possiblity.

Neil's
Mystery
Photos: Old
and New
Send answers to the new
photo to diamond@dordt.edu
I'm not sure if ungrounded answers are
acceptable, but I will do my best to venture
guesses about the mystery photo with the hope
that this will be kind of fun and lighten my spirits. I'm getting sick of homework.
It is a head.
It Is the GVVDBHI. the Gift's
Vandalization Via Decapitation Backup Head # 1.
It is 1'2 back from the dead, imagine
that.
Ironically, it is presumably Han Solo's
father's head frozen in carbontte. recently found
in a meteor shower by a former Dordt student.
which according to excerpts, proves the reality of
a movie preceding Star Wars. (Copy editor's note:
There was never any question that there is a
movie preceedmg Star Wars. In fact. there are 3,)
It is the remains of an unproven account
of spontaneous claymaUon that supposedly
formed In the middle of fourth grade art class at

SCC. John Milter said. "I just mixed all the playdough together and looked away for a second.
The next thing I knew It was a head and started
talking to me. trying to make me put my finger in
its mouth." The teacher disregards John's
account on the grounds that he was the only witness and was known for consuming large
amounts of play-dough, and the idea that the
clay head actually did talk to him seemed a bit
preposterous.
Yet. the teacher did note that the artwork
was far beyond John's ability.
Take it easy, Neil. Keep taking those pictures. I always wondered what that thing in the
gameroom was. I'm sorry 1 haven't been very
helpful identifying this picture. I really have no
idea what it is. Sorry I can't help. Don't think me
too weird, for I prefer to be considered wacky.
--Bradley De Haan

The college is ccnstdermg a move toward a la
carte dining, That would allow students
to control
their own meal costs. eliminate waste, and offer a
broader variety of food.
Zylstra also covered structural
changes in
West Hall, Vice President for Student Affairs Curtis
Taylor also took part in this discussion. Taylor joked
that the first plan is "the addition of one more person
to each suite."
On the serious side, he mentioned some possible plans for the building. These include tearing out
the current bathrooms
and creating central bathrooms for each floor. Reducing the number of occupents to three is also a possibility. While specific plans
have not yet been laid out, change is certain.
"Something will be done in West Hall in the next two
years." said Taylor.
Students were shown a conceptual drawing of
the dormitory to be built east of Southview next year.
Other possibilities to be considered in the future are
the addition of several RAs in East Campus and
Southview and integration of freshmen and sophomores.
Senior Kristin Kobes said that she has realized the importance of professors in changing her life.
She noted that many Dordt profs will be retiring 590n
and asked Zylstra to discuss his role in the selection
process of new faculty. He said that the departments
themselves do much of the ground work. When he
interviews potential new faculty. he said, he looks for
a Reformed Christian
perspective
and "contagious
enthustaem" for the area a educatto
tn. hJc, _tfie.~-""'"'J
wtll teach.
The 'flreeide chat" was a good opportunity for
students to speak face to face with the president. It
gave them a clearer picture of Zylstra's personality
and a better understanding
of his role in the college.
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: 1-------New Knowledqe: Dordt students experience the best of two
Worlds through off-campus study programs
Juanita Van Bell. Luke
Schelhaas and John
Westendorp
are making
the world
their classroom.
Through the
Coalition for
Christian
Colleges and
Universities.
these students experience the
best of both
worlds: the
caring atmosphere of a
Chrtst -centered college
and an international or
metropolitan
setting.
When
studying off
campus
photo submitted
through pro:O!JJJ§.jop,tLnth~!,.~S.A.J;lg,~.I~!, Stl/dies~Program, Luke
grams·man_,.......~Oel~ftaas'say ,~. ea
een
rt1&·
marie$.aIRCl---aged by tfie .
comments, as well as copying scripts and answering phones. I also Coalition for
Christian
have the opportunity to talk with writers and executives and take
Colleges and
part in weekly meetings."
Universities.
by Kendra vain Duyn

semester,

Staff Reporter

During this fall
Nathaniel Zylstra,

a

F.iJrn

religion during his semester in
students may have the opportuCairo, Egypt.
nity to work with lobbyists on
He also has the apporCapitol Hill, study environment unity to participate
in weekly
tal problems in the rain forests
service projects and spend two
of Costa Rica. review a script for
weeks traveling and studying in
a movie director in Hollywood or
Israel and Palestine.
climb historic Mt. Ararat.
Schelhaas is getting
Zylstra is studying pubhands-on experience in the film
lic policy in the nation's capital
industry, Including screen wrttwith the American Studies
iog and production
in the Los
Program, and finding out how
Angeles Film Studies Program.
his faith connects with publtr
He comlife and the
Students experience the
mented. 1
marketplace.
am learning
caring atmosphere of a
Van
Belle is learnChrist-centered college in a great deal
about how
ing "lots of
an international or
screenplays
Spanish" as
get written
setting.
she stays with metropolitan
and what
her host famithey look like. I am also learnly in San Jose. Costa Rica
ing about the mechanics of filmthrough the Latin Arnertcan
making ancl the inner workings
Studies Program.
_.
of the film tnduatry."
She is re.celv·tng the Dorch is one of the 90
opportunity to study the lanmembers of the Coalition for
guage. culture. politics and ecoChristian Colleges and
nomics of the region as well as
Universities.
participating in service projects
The CCCU also offers
and traveling to surrounding
study programs in Russia and
countrtcs.
at the world-renowned Oxford
John Westendorp is
University in England.
learning about the conflict and
change of the Middle East
Region. its peoples and culture.
the Arabic language ancl Islamic
4

Please Remember:
Letters to the Editor can
be sent to .

diamond@dordt.edu
Let us know what's on your mind!

Merry Christmas!
If you could have anything you wanted for Christmas.
what would you ask for?
Jim Meyer
Junior
Clarion.

Tamara

Junior
Corsica. SD

SD

"Enough money to pay
for the rest of college.~

"Just to be home with
my family."

Yosh Hendricks
Se"nior
Lynden. WA

Joleen Voogt
Junior

Langley. BC

Hours:
Mon.- Thur.:9am

.Renae Visscher, Owner/Stylist

I

-Greta Van Zee, Stylist. -JulleTen Napel, Stylist-Janelle M~ndering, Stylist.
-Paula O~tenink. Stylist-Angi Schaap, Stylist-Kimberly Rust, StYlist7
-Missy ~esen, Stylist-

-9p!11'

Fri.-Sat.: 9am -5pm,,'

'/-

722-0008
~.,

.'

"Afull-size indoor soccer
dome-ewe could call it
the Dord t Dome."

"I would like a black
Steinway grand piano.
and my own conservatory to play it in."

Located near the northwest entraneeof Center Mall
.
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Global Observatory:
Communication
by dirk zwart
Columnist

how to relate to space and other characters. The
way we wave our arms, position our body. and use
our voice are forms of communication. This prob-

There are three areas of communication that
ably doesn't need much example. We need to be
I want to address in this column: verbal-Interperaware that when we communicate our whole body
sonal. physical, and its necessity.
along With what we say, is read as a single mesYou have probably read about children in sage. What does a hand on the shoulder commusome unfortunate cases that were rarely or never
nicate or what do those involuntarily tears that
spoken to and died from lack of communication
make their way down to your chin mean?
and interaction. It is the same With us. If I don't
Some people would die Without being in contake my handful of vitamins and minerals. I feel
tact or contactable all the time and some jobs
Hke I'm missing something by lunchtime, By the require it If the SpaceShuttle lost contact with
same token, if I feel like I haven't made as much
Houston, there could be problems. Some people
contact with people as I had wanted or people had
don't want to be bothered by phone calls and if you
not contacted me, I feel empty too,
get them while they are at home that Is good
Purposely hurting other's feelings is not the
enough, However, in many of the locations where I
goal of most, but it happens. I'm not the poster
have worked. people earned pagers, cellphones,
child for conununicating my feelings, I usually just
two-way radios, GW's (Geo-sat Tracking Device's),
say nothIng and keep It to myself.
and laptops with cellphone fax/modems, However,
However. you can hurt yourself a lot if you
this vital communication could be the thing that
just keep it all bottled up. It is not as easy as just
saved a person's life or informed you of a change
saying, "Well, just be open and express yourself."
in plans so that you did not leave the airport when
That would be about the same as asking a first
the person you could have picked up landed mingrader to tell the class what color underwear was
utes after you left.
their favorite and if they liked "Underoo's."
I think communication
products are great
You cannot undermine yourself, though. If a
and I plan on purchasing a cellphone when I leave
situation builds to a point that it is breaking you,
Dordt, when I will undoubtedly rely on contact
you are going to have to say something, We are
with people that I just can't find In the library. My
supposed to be adults and,.",-!';
l'IIl!~
fum ~
" et:Hph'ln€ and It has
not going to punch your lights-out because of the ~-hanCiy asset,
in the car.
~
things you are saying. Remember though that HeHowever, I do want to stress the need for
tentng is also important part of interpersonal cominterpersonal
communication.
It is probably the
munication. If you don't listen to what the other
hardest one of all these areas to be fluent in. It
person is saying or how they respond, you are not
sucks to have to deal With the sour pickles we find
really communicating - it's a two-way street my
in our own personalities. Or how often do you comfriend.
municate With your Maker?
Closely related is our physical communication. In theatre classes we spend hours practicing

especially

" ... they never let poor Rudolph join
in any reindeer study groups."

~:d~!J1;"'-""'''''''''''1

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor.
A new fad is sweeping colleges. Although people aren't
throwing up over It, it Is still growing in popularity, It doesn't
give you a hangover, and it helps you get your tests done on
time. A way to electrify your brain into a pentium processor.
Power punch for perfect papers and pleasant popular parties at
parties.
How would one obtain such a powerful brain? Good
nutrition and a drink to make you think. A think drink: mix
three to six tablespoons of leclthin granules (or take capsules)
with one tablespoon of vinegar (which is acetic acid) in a nonalcoholic beverage. Some brain cells combine these ingredients. to
make acetylocholine, for your brain cells to communicate and
remember with. More acetylcholine means more memory is
available. since more cells are connected by more acetylcholine.
Proper nutrition and plenty of protein produces a powerful brain
and premium peak performance.
Alcohol will destroy the effect. since it depletes acetylcholine, and alcohol destroys the brain cells that make it. which
lowers your ability to manufacture this important neurotransmitter resulting in less memory and coordination. The damage
can last a lifetime.
Super to be Sober,
John N, Maguire III
Myrile Beach, SC

Dear Editor,
As a faithful reader of
the Diamond, I was surprised
to read in the November 7
issue that staff writer Paula
Treick referred to Calvin
College as "that other college,"
While we at Calvin are not
Immune, to the "rivalry"
between.the two schools, for
the most part, I can say that
we do n<?,t,go around calling
Dordt "that other college," and
I know that our student paper,
the Chimes. does not blast
Dordt publicly,
While it may have been
funny at the time, it was not
found amusing and actually .
adds t'i. the strtfe between the
two colleges. As Christians, we
are called to tear down walls,
not build them up.
- Jason Coleman
General Manager
The Calvin College Chimes
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Presidential medallion
stolen, reward offered
by Hey Culligan Girl
Staff Reporter

R

ANDOM

ROOM

search-

es across Dordt's campus last week failed to turn
up the missing presidential
medallion. Stolen computers,
calculalers,
videocameras,
and bikes were recovered. but
no medallion.
The
medallion
was
stolen
from
President
Zylstra's
neck last Friday
night as he lay sleeping. The
Sioux Center Chief of Police
commented that nothing was
sacred anymore.
The police force raided
the Sioux Center Pawn and
Tattoo Parlor. following an
anonymous phone tip. When
nothing
turned
up.
the
search
was
extended
to
Orange City. Maurice. Rock

Valley and Hull.
Dr. Zylstra described the
thief as a male or female

between the ages of 18 and
45. 145 to 185 pounds. 5'4"
to 6'0" and of medium complexion.
Most disturbing in this
case is the number of false

Registrar modest about newfound fame,
wife wishes he
wasn't such a
celebrity

leads "that. have kept the
police off the trail of the real
criminals.
One male cal1~r, who
identified
himself
only as
"Fifi." claimed he saw the
medallion
soaring
through
the air at the Children's Park
in a game of ultimate frisbee.
After another report. swimmers at the community pool
removed
a heavy circular
object from the pool's filter,
Once the layer of scum was
removed, the object proved to
be an Olympic gold medal
and entirely useless to the
task force.
Any Dordt students with
information
regarding
the
medallion are asked to call
the Chief of Police or Campus
Security
immediately
and
leave a message on their voice
mail.
Two
dollars
credit
towards
next
semester's
tuition, dessert at the Snack
Bar and a handshake
from
President
Zylstra
wlll be
awarded to anyone wtth Infermation leading to the apprehension of the perpetrator.

few

H

months

laterv

He was cast as

a lonely high school cheerleader
in the Jlop movie Give m.e uD.
IS NAMEIS DOUGECKARDT. Giueme a

recently. from his late night
debut In The Late Show with
Doug Eckardt. What most people

D which led-to astr.iIlg
of starring rolesm some seven
consecutive
Iow-budgetctelevt;
slon series, none ofwhich made
it through their first season.
MostreF~!ly¥,)r()lt mayh~ve
$~ell~irnjn~:;J1[ieJ
strnt von

don't realize

Baywqtch

Perhaps you remember him
from such films as Beach Party,
Reuenge'oj the Nerds, or more

tethe

ilctipg career

buried in his past.

man'

Early
in hisSare~r.·
he
worked as agturtt In a9verVse;<
ments for a number oftann~ng
salons,
Contractn¢,g9ti~Ji?ns
broke. down soon after, however.
Eckardt explains. "Th¢y~a~t*d

the

to use my body and paste on

someone else's head. I wouldn't
stand for it."
He got his big break only a

Students, profs face off in dispute

Eckardt: not right to hi.
RoY. a lonely old
who '\J{a.I1#~m, t9~:~?:cb:::J~Sbln~~PJrl.~':{::mak~n:spr~., lp
as

background'

behind

'the

a~ti9I)· ,~~.~a.r(~t.dnlY'.Ia.~t~qJ?f
two episo,des. "I wanted them to

change the name to Baywatch
with Doug Eckardt," he says.
On the fact that he is in
swimming gear (either trunks or.
as In Baywatch, Speedosl for a
length of tjme in each piece.
Eckardt
comments
thai "It·s

[left] Students
rally against
decision
[below] says
Schaap,
"Why not?"

paying. they ought to at
least let us in on some
kind
of
standardized
testing procedure. M
Will we ever fully
understand
the faculty's
seemingly rash decision?
Some think that there's a
connection
between the
sudden
test
cancellations and the half priced
plane tickets for flights
on the
14th.
Janitor
Wilma Vandenberg
was
the first to see this possible connection.
"I can still hear
their
hearty
laughter
echoing
down the halls!"
VandenBerg
shudders as she recalls the night
of the faculty meeting. She said
there was one thing that really

'I

by Do j-eep

Staff Sheepherder

t

n

e

y

protested.
"Su r e •

LAST

THURSDAY'S

faculty

meeting was especially
productive;
the outcome
was the
unanimous
decision to cancel all
exams this semester.
When word of this caught
wind (and it's always Windy in
Northwest Iowa), bewildered students sought
an explanationlooking everywhere for an answer
to their question, -whyvr'
"Why not?" said the English
Department's
James Schaap.
Caught off guard. students
2

did the only thing they could-

the faculty
has
presented
a
fair argument. .. said senior Nate
Schreur, "but they have to look at
it from our point of view. I sharpened all my #2 pencils last week!"
Junior Cheri Bakker lead a
picket
line outside
the SUB
Saturday
morning.
The signs

read. TESTS ARE BEST!'
'They must think we wait
until the night before to study for
these things!" Bakker said. "They
don't realize that when we take

lipped her off.
"No sooner had their laughter stopped, then they broke into
song-it
was a round of 'AlohHawa il'!" she said.

,c.

writlen'in,the contract. I've be
blessed'wilh my body and I <10
thlpk 11;;;'light to bide it ;,'"
under ail th()se dolhes.,"
W1feGreta on)y, shakes
head., "I don't Iike'the idea of
,those young girls out there s
tng my love bunny llalf-qaked

9}~·Hm~·:?->
..~~e:-l$fl1l~ure.w~
think "flhe whole thing. "I ca

Curtis Taylor goes rabid
by Chief Writing Bull

those tests, it's a collaborative
effort
including
months of review. research
and heated debates!"
MMymother cried when I
told her," said Ag major
Hans Vander Hoek. "She
said that for what we're

>:jQrte:~f(~M#l~k:·:::::":':::::::(:;;':;:::::r:r;':·;·'.;.':'.:.;.

Staff Canoe-Maker

W

HAT BEGAN

as

a

stupid pet trick for the
Doug Eckardt
Show grew
into an obsession and finally
a devastating disease.
For
Turtiz Caylir it was all fun
and games until he contracted mad dog disease.
After making
several
guest appearances
in the
area With his canine companion, waymcr, everyone and
their dog was turning out to
see their
act.
Tailor's
acclaimed 'Dog-bowl-In-mymouth" trick become so popular he was considering withdrawing Waynier from obedience school and taking the
gig on the road. Says Mrs.
Cayler in a moment of reflection. "I didn't think much of it
at first-I
thought
it was
kinda cute how Waynier and
Turdls had developed such a
give and take relationship.
Everyone loved it-but it just

got outofhand.

I had to put

my foot down when they'
bought matching sweaters.
It was either me or Waynier."
Sailer's
new booking
agent noted the progression.
"He was always trying to
think up shocking new versions of the trick'Dogbowl-in-my-ear,'
or 'Oog-

bowl-In-my-mouth-on-a-untcycle,' and 'Dog-bowl-in-mymouth-while-lit -on- Ilre'. . .1
tried to tell him that it just
wasn't funny anymore.
He
must have been practicing 6
hours every nigh t."
That's when it all turned
sour.
Says colleague Dig

Eckardt. "I thought the glamour of show biz had just gone
to his head. You know-the
fan mail, the slobbering
young she-dogs. the contract
with Purina. He grew ill-tempered.
Co-workers
reported
Turkish
taking
frequent
breaks to "brush his teeth.
Says
associate
Deonna
Lekkinga, "He was always
foaming at the mouth-he
blamed it on the toothpaste.
It was all a cover-up.
Any
fool could tell he was rabid.
M

M

R

That's when the S.P.C.A.
started
raising
cain-me.
Waynier was taken into a
group home late last Friday.
Turkey
has
since
been
accused of cruel and unusual feeding habits.
Waynier
has recently taken up the
alias "Sparky." Canine psychologists
are
helping

Spanky break through the
emotional trauma.
it is still a day-to-day
battle for both Twtrpy and
SpifJY.

Icy sidewalks earn cash for Dordt
even take him out in
public anymore.
If
we go to the SUB or
even to the library.
it's almost guaranteed that someone
will recognize htm."
Eckardt
takes
his fame in stride.
"Sure. at first It was
kind of nice to be
recognized.. but after
a whIle It kind of
wears off and you
just wish you could
go back to being a
regular joe on the
street.
I mean, I
can't even' go across
campus
without
someone saying hi to
me or waving at meThat's how bad it's
become."
when
asked
about
his
actIng
future; Eckardt won't commit
hrmselfto anythIng. Although-he
has heard rumors of-a possible
second, _show -being arranged for

n-~p:semester,her~fusedJ.o ~w~y
whether or not he was.Jnterested.

II
~'>

"rhe only thing (can say for
sur~:.~t.this point is that~(Ic:I::?
.Wa~e}lll.other Sh?w.yolF,taIl bet
that I'll be wearing,mytrurksl?

t' .

by Spiro Gyro
Staff Fungi

A

FTER MY FIFTH
fall on the icecovered sidewa'iks
on Dordt's campus
in a week, I decided
to check out the
cause for' such a
phenomenon.
I
called the maintenance department.
After
getting
a
return
call
in
answer to my message, I was put on
hold for a good Ilf- Janeen Wassink
teen minutes as I
was rerouted to var- Another innocent victim falls prey to the icy sidewalk.
ious people.
"Ice Pick" because he wishes
According
to
anymore
information.
the very curt person I spoke returned to my computer,
to remain anonymous.
to, there is a sand and salt falling enough times on the
Ice Pick informed me
shortage
right now. so way back to make sliding that the salt and sand
maintenance is unable to home in a seated position shortage story is just a
obtain any means of clear- safer than walking.
cover for the real facts
ing the ice. The little salt
behind the icy sidewalks. In
Rumors are circulating
that is available is used to that the Dordt motto will reality. Sioux Center Health
clear the small area right in soon be changed from Soli
Clinic
and
the
Dordt
front of the chapel so that
Maintenance
Department
Deo Gloria to I've Jallen and
those attending the travelare cooperating in an effort
I can't get up.
ogues will not slip.
Lat.er that afternoon I to keep the sidewalks a
Unsatisfied with the received a call from Phil, health hazard to students.
answer, but unable to elicit who chose the code name
When asked why the

by Pinky
Staff Storm Chaser

T

HE FIRST BIG SNOWSTORM
this school year hit last week.
leaving eight feet of powder in its
wake. Dubbed "The Blizzard of '96"
by local weather forecasters, it has
been predicted that it is only the precursor of "The Big One" yet to come.
True to standard Dordt policy,
classes were not canceled, although
they were delayed five minutes so
that students could find a way to get
to the buildings. 75 mph winds drove
drifts of snow up against the east side
of the chapel. and security reported
that student N. Shure was seen
shortly thereafter leading skilng
expeditions up to the rooftop.
The biggest problem was in the
Commons where the food supply was
cut off, resulting in shortages of fresh
products. Luckily. the staff managed
to turn out the same amount of food,
feeding hundreds of freshmen and
sophomore students from their vast
supply of frozen leftovers. One of the
chefs, who Wished to remain anonymous, said, "It's simply amazing what
the right combinatIon of food coloring
can do for last month's meatloaf."
Ten guys from Southview went
out to play football In the 8 foot drlfts
... security is stIlI looking for two of

-.••
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Neil Graves

Students make the best of a miserable situation.
the receivers. Paul Westenpork, head
of the security team, said he liked the
new changes being made to accommodate the weather, especially since,
as he said. "Nowwe finallyget to arm
ourselves with guns, even if they are
only flares.
The Dordt community really
came together in this crisis. The East
Campus/Southview engineers offered
M

to design and dig tunnels through the
snow to the classroom building.
Unfortunately. after many hours of
drawing up design proposals, figUring
out who was the lowest bidder, and
actually digging the tunnel, they only
succeeded in making a huge three
mile loop to Subway and back.

maintenance
people
would succumb to such
a plot. Ice Pick replied
that
the clinic has
agreed to give maintenance a cut of all the
fees they receive for Xrays of injuries resulting
from
students
falling on Dordt sidewalks!
The clinic was contacted. but declined to comment, saying only. "our
X-ray machine IS seeing a lot of use this season.
Investigators are still
looking for answers, as
the injury toll rises. So
far. only one fatality has
been reported, but as
many as thirty-five concussions
have occurred
with as many limbs broken.
No bruise total has been
taken, because most victims
are ignorant of possible
remuneration
[or injuries
incurred.
In
the
meantime,
Student Services is considering an ice sculpting contest as part of a Saturday
night festivity.

----~
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Egg Bandlton
the loose
l

•

by K. T.GrUiiD: A;;,j:"s;;JIth.
and Lucy Eleanor Moderatz
Staff Whiners

A

TTENTION ALL DORDT
residentsl Somewhere in
the near vicinity resides a great
terror. He has struck once-he
can surely strike again, anywhere and at any time.
Late
one
recent
Sunday evening, three insomnia-stricken
students
sat up
talking in their fourth-floor
Southview apartment. At about
2 a.m., they noticed rapid bangs
on their window.
"At first. I thought it
was a drive-by shooting," said
Jrtghtented
witness
Twaila
Zanzibar.
MMy Los Angeles
instincts took over and I dove
behind the couch for cover."
Roommate Sathrese A
Crowd, on the other hand, ran
to the window to find out what
was going on. MIlooked out, and
something splatted on the window right to front of me, MCrowd
said. "At first I thought a large
bird must be flying by. but then
I realized the splats were eggs."
Crowd and zanzibar.
along with roommate Hepzibah
Flurge. who had gone to tum
out the lights so they could see
better out the Window. saw a
lone figure fleeing the scene.
"I immediately called
campus security," Flurge said.

"They s owed up a minute or
two later, and ran off after the
fleeing perpetrator,"
Officers
Jimmy
Starsky and Jeny Hutch were
the first to arrive at the scene.
UWeengaged in a brief pursuit
on foot," said Starsky. "Then we
decided to patrol the area in the
car (we were cold), then we set
up surveillance on the building
in question. but the suspect got
away. due to the fact that he
worked alone {in other words,
he had no friends)."
"Wasting eggs is a
shame,
added Hutch. with a
sad shake of his head.
Flurge. Zanzibar and
Crowd are thankful to security
officers Starsky and Hutch for
their quick response and adept
handling of the situation.
Hutch replied, "We were
glad that we could make the victimlzed ladies feel secure."
The suspect remains at
large. However, Hutch is confident. "we'll get him," he said.
Speculations abounds
about who could have committed this heinous clime. Officer
Starsky euspects a disgruntled
chicken man with too much
time on his hands. The victimized ladies, however. have their
own theory-a delertous townie
run amuck. This case has yet to
be solved.

ATE BREAKlNG NEWS- In
what first appeared to be a
disturbing
rumor about newly
appointed president, Carl Zylstra,
investigations are now turning up
evidence linking our prez to the
troubling bike thefts wreaking
havoc on campus this fall. After
receiving a tip from a reliable
source, whose identity must be
protected, I decided to go under
cover to hunt for the truth.
After disguising myself as
your everyday houseplant I was
able to get surveillance footage of
some very suspicious
activity
behind
Zylstra's
comfortable
home. All the while risking detection and sure torture, I captured
on film what looked to be a large
black semi in the driveway of the

M

Defenders end record season
by Mabley the s,pace llama
llama Editor

T

HE DEFENDERS
HAVE
'jUst'fInished a remarkable
season. Even though the team
lost a number of players last
year at graduation, the coach
was impressed' by the way the

team.came.together.
TIl~,·',~cli was counting
on.thetetumiIlg
players to use
their experience .to 'lead the
team. The strategy paid off with
the returning
Juniors
and
seniors netting a majority of the
potntsthts season. The returning players provided the leadership that the team needed.
But. the
was: also
impresSed by the freshmen on
to the team. "1bey brought a
new look to the team· and
added some. taJent we never
hadbo;fore: he o;ajd..

coach

4

The team was depending
on the defense to stop the
opposing team from getting.
points. and the offence to provide the much needed
go
ahead points. That's exactly
what they did as they blocked
a record number of shots and
tallted enough points to put up
a winntog record.
The Defenders made it
Into the play offs but were
stopped short in the postseason by a more experienced
nearby-team. But as one fan
said, "The games we lost were
always clsoe than the store ...
The coach said, "'We lost some
big games because we didn't
make them play our game. We
ended up playing their game
and thalts how they beat us."
The defenders· look forward to another exciting season next year.

president's dwelling, Could this
have been the truck used to haul
off the stolen bicycles?
More questions
abound.
Motive. for instance. is a hot topic
of debate in the investigative headquarters (a.k.a. the PUB room).
What would President
Zylstra
want wtth hts students' bikes'?
How would he profit from such
criminal activity? What were the
forces that tempted him into this
life of crime? (Assuming he's
guilty, of course.]
Although we can not be
sure, this reporter thinks that by
September of 1995 Zylstra was
fnitiating the first stages of his
scheme. The flrst step was to start
rumors on our beloved campus
that J.B. Hulst wanted to retire
from his position as president.
Zylstra was able to spread enough
rumors that even Hulst himself

believed them and announced his
retirement officially.
The next phase of his master
plan was to get himself chosen as
the new' pfestdent
of Dordt
College. The final phase was simple: he needed to start stealing the
most valuable bikes from the campus and drive others to different
spots and leave them there, making their owners believe they were
stolen.
He loaded the bikes on the
semi after storing them upstairs in
the maintenance
building (who
would have thought to look there?)
and then shipped them off to
Orange City to sell them at great
prices.
All in all, it was a fool-proof,
profit-guaranteed plan.
1\ e e p
posted for additional updates on
this amazing story
.

History drawer or junk drawer?
by The Apple Dumpling Gang
Guest Mechanics

T

WO THINGS HAUNT our minds as students.
First, what were our professors like before
they came to Dordt and how did they get hired?
second, what should we keep in our junk drawer
and what reall~ should be thrown away?
Martin Van-Gogh De"""
•
Early in his life Martin Van Gogh Dekkenga
was a sculptor. He made hts famous sculptures
using pens and pencils held together wlth scotch
tape. You may have seen them on display in the
Mezzanine at that famous art institute,
Dordt
College. One night Dekkenga decided to use a stapler "instead of his usual tape and wound up
putting more staples into his hand than into his
sculpture.
He was able to pry the staples out with a
screwdriver, but he would never be able to use his
hands to create masterpieces
again. He was
forced to live off of coupons
to survive. Then
Dordt College hired him in hopes that his saving
ways would
help
cut
the Communication
Department budget.
Kevin Shakespeare TimmerKevin Shakespeare
Timmer
was already
composing the world's next great playas a Dordt
student. but as he wrote he found that he was
using a dead pen. He looked around his room for
a new pen but all he could find was some loose
change. He decided to go to that shopping paradise, Wal- Mart, to buy a pen. He tried to find the
keys to his brand new Edsel but all he could find
were keys that dicln't belong to anything. Finally,
he checked his favorite chapter of "Hamlet" and
found his key.
Timmer got into his car but as he turned hts
key all he heard was click-adead
battery.
Frustrated
he opened the hood to inspect the
problem. But as an English major he knew nothing about batteries. He walked to the library and
quickly learned the principles of electronics. He
realized that he could fix his battery using paperclips and rubberbands. When he succeeded,
Dordt hired him on the spot-vnot for the English
Department, but as an Engineering Prof.
Chef SImon Du Tolt·
Chef Simon Du Toft spent his early years
working at McDonald's but was fired when they

caught him stealing Happy Meal Toys. He then
went on to work in a post office. Unfortunately, he
was let go from this line of work as well when they
found that he was using rubber cement to close
the eilvelopes and that he was swapping his old
letters for the real ones.
Du Toit got another job making bracelets for
PLIA at Dordt College. He tired quickly of that job
and soon the disgruntled
Du Toit barged into
then president Hulst's ofl!ce-one day .and.dramattea 1y cu
s contract-to-§li.red§
. a!.Tpatr"Of- .....
~
scissors. Hulst was so impressed with Du Tort's
dramatic presentation
that he hired him as the
new Theatre Prof. But he made him teach- Gen.
200 just to keep him in line.
Arnold Dekker KoekkoekBack when the Diamond was only as big as a
birthday card, Dekker Koekkoek and his partner
in crime, Hubert Gregg KIygsman, sat around
and did nothing but play jacks. One night Gregg
Krygsman
tied Dekker Koekkoek's
shoelaces
together.
To retaliate,
Dekker Koekkoek put gum
instead of fish food In Gregg Krygsman·s fish
tank. They got Into such a fight that Dordt punished them by taking the Diamond's pop fund
away. The two were also forced to read every history book in the Dordt library. Thus they had no
choice but to be History profs for the rest of their
long lives.
Rebekah Benedict Arnold StarkenburgAs a child (not that
long ago). Mrs.
Starkenburg
enjoyed coloring wtth. crayons. For
some reason red was her favorite color. not black
and yellow.
Before she came to Dordt she used to hang
out with alot of trolls and small rodents on the
weekends. Because she was such a social bug,
Dordt decided she would be the perfect Residence
Life Director ..

Other Profs. pasts include such things asDuitman-a sock and broken candles
Boonstra-sticky
tack and wishbones
Mahaffy-coasters and denlaljloss
Van Dyk-chicken soup and automatic nose hair
dippers
Eckardt-lost marbles and a bottle opener
Schaap-bottle caps and a lighter
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ARoom With a Vi,ew: D7
Speaks Out
by sarah BU... sarah Bouma.
Stephanie Brown, Charity
Lopez, and Joleen Voogt
5teph: Well, it's that Ume of year
again.
Bouma: Oh, I Just love
Christmas!
All the lights and
bells and presents and stuff!
You know. ginger bread houses.
candy canes, Handel's Messiah.

that tupperware as left over
pasta-I
swear I had (0 boIl outside for air. I nearly wretched.
Paula: I'm goIng 10 vomit if I
even think of that smell! And
why do you people even buy
bananas?
They never get
eaten-they
just ferment on top
of the fridge!
Joleen:

Sony. Guys. I think

most of the produce-gone-nasty
Joleen: No. Bouma. It's time to
clean out the fridge. Remember
that Chinese

food you could

have sworn you ate?

Is mine, I'm the one who buys
all the fresh food. But at least
I'm not the one who's orange
juice we thought was chocolate
milk!

Bouma: I don't think that was

mtne. guys.
Charity:

Look out for the explod-

ing Irutt.

Bouma: Wow. that thing is
packed! Do we really need to
have meat and milk in there?
That takes up a lot of room!

BUsster. Paula and I found some
nice surprises digging through It

all. It was really,~c14ev~er~h~ow~
....._~~~~:
someone tsguts
e ar in

~~~~""rii

we had an agreement
stufO!

-

Artwo~}( by ~eniors

Lisa John~0I1 ~d
ts on display In the Dordl
Art Callery. The Gallery is' located on
the mezzanine- level of· the BJ Haan .'
. J\U~itQtI'p1j1:::and'
is open'dany fi~fu
aam t05pm,
AprUGUilsl

about that
. ".:,:
;''';.:';;.:_-,-

Paula: Oh. they belong 10 the
guys In DB, they couldn'llJ( all
40 packages in lhelr fridge so
they're renting space over here.

:-.::--:,:::'

.: ..
...;;,

Char-it-why: Did someone throw
out my chocolate chip pancakes? I swear they weren't
moldy. that's the way they are
supposed to look!
Blisster: I haven't thrown anything out. Hey, whose grapefruit? They're a little soft.
Bouma: Oh. those are left over
from Jo and Paula's egg-andgrapefruit diet. aren't they?
Jo & Paula: (groans and gagging
noises) Don'tremtnd us!
MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A
BLESSED, HAPPY NEW YEAR
FROM AL1, OF US IN D71

The English Patient:
Ray Fiennes shines in this must see film

3:
(1)
.>
(1)
a:

by James Van Dyk
Arl Crtttc
Over Thanksgiving break, when I
wasn't shooling people with a palntball
gun or eating myself into a coma, I took in
a movie.
I had my heart set on seeing The
Ghost and the Darkness. but it was not
playing anywhere. My fellow movie-goers
and I hastily scanned the "now playing"
section of the Chicago Tribune and qutckly found out that we had not heard of any
of the movies listed. So. on the advice of
my aunt and uncle, we went and saw The
English

Patient.

I knew very
little
abou t
the
movie going in, so I
must admit I was a
little skeptical. After
all, it didn't have Val
Kilmer in it hunting
lions in Africa. But
let me tell you, I was
not disappointed one
single bil.
, The movie is
set in World War II
Italy and revolves
around a Canadian

nurse and her mystery- patient; a disfigured man who cannot remember what has
happened
to him, Through a, series of
flashbacks we. the audience. are told this
mystery- man's story.
At the same time the nurse is
experiencing a story quite similar to the
one the man is telling. What results is an
incredible story that gets you hooked rtght
from the get-go and never lets go.
Although I didn't cry myself. I did see
some wet eyes in the theatre that night.
The
acting
is
incredible. especially from
Ray Fiennes, who plays the
English patient. There are

._-

already rumors that he has the Oscar all
sewn up. I certainly have not seen a better
performance this year by any other actor.
set in the desert for the most part,
the cinematography is amazing. And the
focus was not just on the sweeping landscape, as was the case with Legends oJ the
FalL Rather. camera work as a whole was
spectacular.
If you have even ' the slightest
chance to see this film, do it.
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Men dominate the hardcourt, win four in a row
by James

De Boer
Sports Editor

The visiting Chargers racked up twice as
many turnovers as Dordt. 22-11.
The game was never in doubt. as
the Defenders rocked out to 25-7 and 4811 leads. At halftime. Dordt was comfortably on top, 51-21. The men hit 19 of 38
total shots in the half. including 6 for 11

fell to 36%. Troy Van Essen and Kevin
Van Donge came off the bench to lead the
team in scoring. Van Essen hit for 14
The Defenders
have exploded
points while Van Donge netted 12.
with a four-game win streak after suffer(Special statistical analysis from
ing
a
season-opening
loss
to
Pete De Boer.)
Northwestern.
The key was Dordt's
Dordt 79, Grand View 67
The Defenders
hosted
defense. which helped the men
Grand View last Friday after
top the century mark against
a 13-day break from the
Bellevue and humiliate Briar Cliff
in a 25-point Dordt win.
playing floor. The visitors
stayed close in the first half,
Dordt 105. Bellevue 75
even holding a 21-19 lead.
The
men
simply
From there. Dordt used an
destroyed Bellevue on November
20 in Nebraska. After a "slow"
eight-point run to retake a
lead the men would never
first half which Dordt on top by a
46-33
score.
the
Defenders
relinquish. At halftime. the
pumped in 59 second-half point
Defenders held a slim 35-32
advantage.
en route to the big win.
Dordt put the game away
Not only did the men top
early in the second half.
100 points, but they also broke
Opening with a 31-12 run.
the school record for steals in a
the Defenders built their lead
game, setting the mark at 21
to 66-44 with 8:23 left to
picks. The Defenders also forced
Bellevue to turn the ball over 24
play. Grand View would to
try to come back, but the vistimes.
itors never got closer than
Dordt found time to land
nine points with 51 second
five players in double digit scorremaining, as Dordt took the
ing and three more finished with
win.
nine tallies. Ross Bouma led the
way with 15 counters while Dan
Wil).kk.l~d the way,. aJ5he I
hit for'19 points and p 'ned
Howerzyl pounded in 14.
in eight boards. Bouma hit
The Defenders
shot a Janeen Wassink
15 counters and dished out
blistering 58% from the field, hit- Kevin Van Donge looks to get around his Grand
three assists. Chris Huyser
ling 43 of 74 shots, including 9 of View opponent in Friday's 79-67 victory.
dumped in 12 points and col19 from three point land. Dordt
also held a 37-31 advantage in reboundfrom long range. They also pulled in 12 lected eight rebounds.
ing.
offensive boards in the opening half and
Both teams shot a little over 40%
from the floor. but Dordt controlled the
Tracy Winkle and Jason Nikkel
committed only three turnovers.
Briar
boards by a 40-22 margin. Grand View
each handed out nine assists.
Cliff managed just five field goals in their
had only two offensive rebounds for the
Dordt 90. Briar Cliff 65
first half.
The defense
wasn't
done. as
In the second half Dordt simply
game.
Dordt 88, Sterling 61
Charger miscues and Dordt steals spelled
extended its lead to 33 points and coastThe Defenders hosted Sterling
disaster for Briar Cliff just three days
ed to a 90-65 win.
Saturday afternoon, and in this season's
later. The Defenders finished the game
Dordt finished the night at an
with 11 steals, with most in the first half.
even 50% from the field while Briar Cliff tradition, made their visitors sorry they

Lady Defenders take
Trlnlty Tourney title
by Jesse Groen

Sports Writ~r
Thanksgtvmg break was not much of a vacation for
tbeLedy Defenders. The team travelled to Chicago to take
part in the Trinity Christian College Thanksgiving Weekend
~vtJmament' Behind tournament MVP Lisa Roos and AlITq~rIJ.amentF)rstTe3:merCarlaGeleynse.
Dordt took home
the title wtth wins of 99-50 and 63-61.
The Lady Defenders took the title by bealing Marian
College of Indianapolis 63-61 in
Wilh 5 seconds left in
te.g1.11~Jl()ti;:Ambet'K.t'()sschenh1t the season 's biggest shot to
.t.i§:"th.~,:,gafueaf55;,wl1ichgaveDordt the opportuntty to will
In the extra period, Roos led the team wtth 16 points and 10
rebounds.
Oeleynse cashed in II points and snagged 9
boards' In the title game. Cherilyn Dykstra tossed in 12
'II tallies, respectively,:,:
::'\f',':U,:::::n::: TO\)ldy~@'t()jlj~:cl):ampiol1sfiip
game 'the ladies
defeated.Mt.' Scenario' of Wisconsin 99-50 in the semifinals.
Ertca Ddtiin
led four Lady Defenders in double digits with
17 paron" L1sa'~oos contributed 15, Lynette Roes 14, and
.Coleynse added Ip l'Ounlets, Dykstra grabbed 7 boards and
blOck<id 5 opponents !o.lea:d·the
team in those categories.
.":-",-,-,-",_.",.,:",;",,,:-;,:,:,.-:-:-;-:-'-'-,-;','
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came to Sioux Center.
The firs t half was close and exciting. Dordt scored their first 15 points in
three-point
segments
including
four
treys. Randy Oostra, starting his first collegiate game. pleased the fans with three
consecutive alley-oop tip-Ins as Dordt
held a 41-34 lead at halftime.
The big advantage for Dordt was
in rebounding. The men pulled down 10
offensive boards in the half compared to
only two for Sterling.
Oostra started out the second
period with two three pointers in the first
three minutes. as the Defenders extended
their lead to 51-39. It went consistently
downhill for Sterling from there. as Dordt
methodically built up the lead to 74-47
with 11 minutes left to play.
It was a coasting game from
there. as the Defenders rolled to the 8861 win.
Oostra not only started his first
game, he also led the team in scoring, as
he dropped in 18 points. Bouma hit for 12
points while Jason Nikkel put in 11 counters and picked three steals. Winkle
added six assists.
Dordt took control of the boards,
outrebounding
Sterling
45-24.
Matt
1)\ ijanj9c;,j,Jh,\,;,tffiillcO'!i
I'ilL?J",s.
e efenaet& 'Bui"tle
e
,
hitting 50% from the floor including 10 of
22 from long range. The visiting Warriors
were held to 38%.
Senior
Nate Schelhaas,
who
sprained his ankle early in the Grand
View game is expected to be set back a
couple of weeks. However, he might see a
little playing time this weekend.
The 4-1 Defenders host Peru
State tonight with gametime set for 7:30.
Northwestern. which dealt Dordt its only
loss of the year. visits the campus
Saturday night.

llJili
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No games; Blades head to coast
by Martin Dam
Hockey quy
Sad to say. the hockey guy finally has some bad news. No. the
Blades didn't lose yet. Even worse,
they haven't had a single game
since the last Diamond came out.
Due to bad weather a couple of
weeks ago and pathetic organization by what now passes for USD
hockey. no games were played.
The team would like to thank all
the Ians that came out to Sioux
Falls Saturday
night
thinking
they'd be seeing Dordt vs. USD.
The Coyotes
only produced
3
skaters and a goalie with a bad
wrist. so they had to forfeit the
game. We hope that never happens
again. That's about all I have to say
about that.
There's one more big game
before .. Christmas" and. that's on

Saturday, Dec.14, at 9:00 P.M. In
Luverne. Minn. The opposition will
be Northern State University. out of
Aberdeen. They are traditionally
one of the Blade's toughest opponents, and our advanced scouting
indicates that they have a competaLiveteam again this year.
So study hard and study
long, but don't you dare study
Saturday night. Everyone needs a
break. so plan to finish what you're
doing by 8 and make the drive out.
Games within reasonable
driving distance will be few and far
between next semester. so this will
be one of your las t chances to cheer
them on until the playoffs.
January 6-11 we will be in beautiful British Columbia for a westcoast
tour
of
the
Abbotsford/Surrey
area .
Opposition for the games will be
various local teams. and the the

games will likely be semi-contact
(whatever that means).
The highlight of the tour
should
be the game
against
Columbia
Bible
College
on
Saturday
the lith, which should
be full-contact. Anyone who wants
more
exact
information
with
respect to game times can get it
from virtually anyone on the hockey team Oust look for Blades jackets if you don't know any team
membersl or from Jeff Vandermeer
or Izzy Huygen at ext. 6648.
The team would like to thank
you for all your support
this
semester. They hope to see some of
you on tour. and look forward to
continuing
this exciting season
next semester. So from all of us to
all of yo!J. Merry Christmas, Happy
New Year and keep your stick on
the ice.
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Lady [)efenders start out season tough
right where she len off last year by scoring nine points.
Editors Note:
Last night the Lady Defenders
Dordt College women's basketball
hosled
Briar
Cliff. The 10-0 Lady
is underway for another
season. The
Chargers came into Sioux Center ranked
team. who started out the season with a
#5 in the nation. but Dordt gave the Cliff
November 20 matchup with Briar Cliff,
a big scare.
has played eight games. The women have
The Lady Defenders made up a
been doing well, compiling a 4-4 record.
ten-point
second
half
For
the
first
deficit to knot the game
game of the season Dordt
at 74 and send it into
travelled to Sioux City to
overtime. Dordt fell down
play Briar Cliff. Despite
by five in the first overthe
one-two
scoring
time before tying it once
punch of the Roos sisters I
again, sending it into a
and a great nigh t from
second overtime session
the
freshmen,
the
a183.
Defenders came up short
Dorclt kept ahead in the
in the season-opening
scoring in 0'1' #2 before
contest, losing 80-67.
Briar Cliff opened up a
The Rooses, Lisa
95-91
lead with
one
and Lynette, contributed
minute len to play. The
19 and 11 points respecLady Defenders
hit a
tively to lead the team.
bucket with just under
Freshman
Carla
half a minute to play. The
Geleynse added II talChargers
missed
their
lies.
Junior
Chertlyn
second one-and-one free
Dykstra
and freshman
throw and Dordt scooped
Erica De Kam added
up the rebound.
ig;!i'li@,.'iiii#f;;;J-eight-counters-apiece,
With a chance to tie the'
Free
throw
score once again. a pass
shooting
vias a weak
into
Lisa
Roos
was
spot
for
the
Lady
deflected and Briar Cliff
Defenders who converted
controlled the ball with
only 45.5% of their charseven seconds
left to
ity stripe tosses shooting
play. A quick foul put
10-22.
Briar Cliff back on the
Leading
the
line. but the Chargers
team
in
rebounds
missed
their
third
against Briar Cliff was
chance
from the free
Lisa Roos, grabbing 17
throw line.
boards. 13 on the defenAnother Dorc1l rebound
sive end. Geleynse added
stirred up thoughts
of
10 caroms for the Lady Nell Graves
triple overtime. but De
Junior guardAmber Krosschell bounces a pass into the
Defenders.
Freshman
Kam's last second shot
Allison Vis found the interior againstSterling. The women lost 69-56.
from half court sailed
open woman the most for
high, leaving Briar Cliff
Dordt as she contributed
tournament (see sidebar) on December 4.
with the 95-93 win in wo over-times.
five assists.
Lisa Roos approached
a trtple
The Defender Dome was the site the Lady Defenders traveled to Orange
double. hitting for 33 points, pulling
for November 23's game against
Dr. City again to battle the Red Raiders. Once
down 19 rebounds and blocking seven
Martin Luther College. This time Dordt again. free throws were ladies' downfall.
shots. Lynette Roos put in 15 points
was able to pull out a big win over the vis- shooting only 5-14 from the line. This
to be
the
difference
as
while KrosschelJ
and Geleynse
each
itors, 80-59. The Lady Defenders used an seemed
added 10. De Kam handed out six assists
even scoring attack with four players in Northwestern pulled off the win, 70-65.
Celeynse
dominated
for Dordt.
and Lynette Roos dished out five.
double digits to soundly turn away the
Dordt shot 46% from the field
opposition. Lynette Roos led the charge scoring 22 points and hauling in seven
while Briar Cliff hit 43%. The Lady
with 18 points while De Kam found the boards. De Kam and Lisa Roos also had
Defenders held a 47-40 lead in rebounds.
net for 13 caroms. including two three exceptional nights. De Kam hit for 13 talThe women now take a break
pointers . .Both Vis and Lisa Roos added lies while Roos dropped In 12. De Kam led
until after Christmas.
The conference
10 tallies. respectively. Dykstra tossed in the team in rebounding with 12 caroms.
Sterling College made the drive to
season opens up January 3. when Black
nine counters.
Contributing
to the win
Sioux Center on December 7 in hopes of Hills State comes to town. South Dakota
was a much improved free throw percenttaking home the win. Despite fierce oppoTech plays Dordt the next day.
age of 60.7%. Dordt also outrebouncled
Luther 48-16 with the help of nine from sition from the Lady Defenders, Sterling
Lisa Roes. seven from Lynette Roos. and was able to pull out the win, 69-56.
Great Plains All-Regional
Dordt had three players in double
six from De Kam.
Volleyball Selections
On Tuesday, November 26, the figures In the loss. Geleynse led the team
Lady Defenders matched up against arch- with 14 points. Lisa Roos added 13 counFirst Team:
rival Northwestern in their second con- ters and an amazing 14 rebounds to the
effort.
De
Ram
contributed
10
tallies
for
secutive home game. Despite another cold
Kim Van Kley
night from the free throw line, the the Lady Defenders. Alissa Beckertng.
Second
Team:
Defenders. behind 11 points each from Just recently added to the roster after the
Kristi
Hofland
De Kam. junior Amber Krosschell. and conclusion ofvoHeybaJi season, picked up
by Jesse Groen
Sports Writer

Lisa Roes. were able to pull out the narrow 66-65 win over the Red Raiders.
Geleynse led the team down low
with 11 rebounds. Lisa Roos grabbed 10
boards while Dykstra pulled in seven caroms. Vis again led the learn in assists,
contributing five in the win. Lisa Roos
also had a season-high seven blocks.
After a trip to Trinity for a holiday
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Robb's Poetry
Corner
Merry Christmas
I stepped on broken colored glass
Of ornaments now in the trash
As blood flowed 1began to cry
For presents 1 had yet to buy
Sadly all the trees are dead
Don't worry though, we're wearing red
How can anyone be sad
1n the season of eternal fad?

lorna Van Gilst

Merry Christmas from the Diamond staff

Christmas

Here is our annual cheezy Christmas greeting, so Merry Christmas, good
luck on all your finals, have a safe trip home, and see you next year,
~

Suicide

He doesn't want his friends to see him cry
So he goes into his bedroom weeping
And welcomes the coming peacefulness of sleep
~

Snow Ball: Students dance, and dec.o~~te
at the annual winter festivities

by Amy Ruter
Staff Reporter
What were YOU doing on Saturday night?
Hopefully you were at Dordt's Snow Ball '96. where
Christmas spirit ran wild. And better yet. it was
FREE, so those who attended could still make that
big purchase for the holidays.
As students entered the festively decorated
gym. they were welcomed by two rows of Chtistmas
trees with each tree representing a residence hall or
building on campus.
Students
were allowed to
bedeck their building's tree however they saw fit
With the tinsel. lights and ornaments provided. Then
Student Services judged the adorned timber later on
in the evening.
Winning first place was West Hall. snaggtng

second was East Campus. and last but not least.
Southview took horne third place honors.
Since West Hall residents were champs of
the tree decorating contest. they were given the
opportunity
to break open the Christman
pinata,
sending a multitude of candies out to the greedy
spectators.
A photographer was around for a majority of
the night, snapping pictures of the students as they
sat in a real sleigh. Tables with all kinds of homemade goodies (well, OK, Casey's-baked goodies) and
punch, hot chocolate and apple cider were set
around the gym for the Snow Bailers to enjoy as
they danced the night away to tunes played by the
OJ. Many good comments were expressed regarding
the festivities of the evening. and a great time was
had by alL

Pizza & Pasta Buffet

Monday Nights
All-you-can-eat

Pizza, Pasta, Garlic Bread, and Salad

The Pizza Ranch
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